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Manufacturing + Cars = Heaven

As you know, we love manufacturing, and I (Dianna) love
cars, especially classic muscle cars.
I had the opportunity a few weeks ago to view the
exhibition of GM’s design and concept cars at the Audrain
Auto Museum in Newport, RI. Man oh man! What a great
exhibition. All that chrome. And grill work. And beautiful
interiors. You can see one of the vehicles on display in the
cover photo. Stunning!
Speaking of manufacturing, marketing, and inspiration,
we have a piece about how Rahco Rubber, a company in Des
Plaines, IL, totally upped its content marketing game for
fantastic results.
Next, we have a first-hand account of how one of our
clients was pitched by a marketing company for a costly
and totally-not-needed service, plus how to recognize these
(scam) pitches before you hit “reply.”
Plus, lots of other great stuff. This is our last issue
for 2019. We thank you for subscribing, for referring
this publication to others, and most of all, for reading it
and giving us such wonderful feedback. You make it all
worthwhile.
Happy Chanukah, Merry Christmas, and Happy New Year!
Bring on 2020! Woohoo!
– Dianna Huff, Editor and Rachel Cunliffe, Designer
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BUSINESS STRATEGIES

Rahco Rubber Builds Brand,
and Business, Through PR and
Content Marketing
By Dianna Huff
“I was brought in to help
grow revenue,” says Dennis
Askew, Business Development
Manager for Rahco Rubber,
based in Des Plaines, IL. “Before
I started four years ago, a very
limited number of people knew
about the company or what we
made. They do now.”
Founded in 1972, Rahco
Rubber custom formulates and
manufactures precision rubber
parts – everything from seals,
gaskets, grommets and pump
diaphragms to all manner of
system components.
Askew focuses on creating
PR for the company through
content on social media, trade
publications, and the company’s
blog. “It’s not sexy,” he says.
“It requires a great deal of time
and energy, but the end result is
worth it.”
KNOW WHAT YOUR GOAL IS

To create your own content
marketing strategy, Askew
advises that you first establish
your end goal. In Rahco’s case,
the goal was to double business
within a certain time period.
Thus, everything he does, from
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the networking to posting on
LinkedIn, is done with this goal
in mind.
DETERMINE WHAT MAKES
YOUR COMPANY DIFFERENT

Once you have your goal, you
have to look at your company
and its offerings objectively.
“People know about their own
business,” he says, “but rarely
how they stack up against
competitors.”
Look at what your company
offers, as well as how you do
it, and then compare that your
competition. Your message
needs constantly communicate
how your company stands above
and beyond others in your
“commodity.”
“Don’t be afraid to
communicate your company’s
passion and drive,” he says. A
unique brand / message / story
also makes it much easier to
pitch ideas to trade publications.
USE ONE VOICE

What this means is that
everything coming out of your
company should have the same
message and sound as if one

IN BRIEF
• Do you trust
“brands”? 81% of
those surveyed say
trust is important.
Read
• Engraved plate
on Apple Mac Pro
Desktop. “Designed
in CA, assembled in
USA.” Learn
• Vote for 2019
Breakthrough of
the Year. Interesting
picks! Cast your
vote
• Google to stop
indexing Flash.
Search engine will
ignore content.
Learn
• A PPC wish list.
More honesty from
Google, better ad
reps. Amen! Read
• It’s not too late!
Ford vs. Ferrari is a
must see.
Watch the trailer

👏👏👏
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person is writing everything
(even if your blog has multiple
authors).
Establishing a company’s
“brand” should always reflect
its mission and its management;
Rahco’s focus, led by its
President Steve Anton, gives
the company its true north.
The articles, press releases,
etc. all reflect the company’s
commitment to excellence.
CONSIDER ALL AVAILABLE
CHANNELS

Askew says he spent
considerable time working with
a web designer to update the
website; he continually adds
content, which heightens the
efficiency of SEO. The News blog
features stories about Rahco
employees, insight on industry
news, and press mentions, and
all are repurposed or crossfunctionally applied to similar
media outlets. For example,
the company has been featured
in the Illinois Manufacturer
(MEP publication). President
Steven Anton was featured in
Entrepreneur.
“What I do is write
something for the blog, such as
how Rahco helped fundraise for
St. Jude’s, then I see if I can get
this into an industry publication,
such as Rubber News, published
by the Association of Rubber
Manufacturers.”
He publishes the blog piece
on social media (e.g. LinkedIn,
Figure 1) and then once the piece
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Figure 1: Rahco Rubber post on LinkedIn

is featured in a publication, he
puts that on the blog too.
RESULTS

When asked how long it has
taken to see ROI, Askew says
the company now gets at least
one inquiry a day. “In the past
24 months,” he says, “we’ve
added five new customers worth
approximately $1MM.”
“If your company has a
growth goal,” he says, “you can’t
stay vanilla. You have to change

things and put time, effort, and
money into your marketing
and other areas. If you want to
remain vanilla, keep doing what
you’re doing.” 
Family-owned and operated, Rahco
Rubber employees 100 people and
makes all its products at its 60,000
square foot facility. Visit the company
website to learn more.
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How to Stay Clear of Costly SEO Marketing Pitches
By Dianna Huff and Rachel Cunliffe
One of our clients sent us the
following email in November:
I received an expensive, fairly
impressive, piece of marketing
in the mail a few weeks ago
[Figure 2]. When you open
the lid, a video starts playing
(although not the best video).
About a week or two after
receiving it, the company
called me to schedule a phone
call with one of the owners. I
accepted merely because I was
impressed by the piece of mail
and wondered why/how they
could spend so much sending
these out. I scheduled a call…
The call lasted about an hour,
during which they presented a
report about the website. They
said our organic had some “on
page technical indexing issues”
and they recommended using
their Meta Data Technology,
whatever the heck that is,
which costs $2,000+ per month.
They did offer a free Meta Data
Assessment, again, no idea
what this means.
I’d be happy to discuss this with
you over the phone. I’m sure
you understand this lingo more
than me and maybe it will be
useful, or maybe it’s a bunch of
crap.
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Figure 2: Photo of the marketing piece our client received in the mail

PREYING ON BUSINESS
OWNERS’ FEARS

As soon as we received this
email, and read the notes the
client sent over, we jumped
on the phone. What we found
amazing is how much money this
company spent to get a one hour
phone call.
But, we were both angry, too;
not so much that another agency
was pitching our client (which
is fine; competition keeps us on

our toes). It’s that the company
was preying on a business owner’s
fears that the website wasn’t up
to snuff. The person on the phone
used technical sounding jargon,
which was used to scare our client
versus inform him.
Worse, the company was
offering an unneeded service,
with a fancy-sounding name, for
$2,000 to $2,500 a month!
Here’s what the company
said was wrong with the website,
and how this type of mis-

BUSINESS STRATEGIES

information is easily debunked.
META DATA INDEXING
ISSUES

Most people, our client
included, know the basics about
“meta data,” the information
found in the html source code:
e.g. title tag, description tag,
image alt tags, social media tags,
no follow, etc.
One very important tag is
the “No Index” tag. If this tag
is configured incorrectly, it
effectively stops search engines
from indexing a website.
You don’t need a costly
service to determine if Google
sees errors with your website.
All you need is Google’s Search
Console – which is a free tool.
Within it, you can access a report
showing the pages Google has
indexed (or excluded) and any
issues with the pages (Figure 3).
For example, if Google
detects an error with a page that
prevents the bot from crawling
it, you’ll see a “Crawl Issue”
notice. You can then use the
debugging tool to determine
what is the issue and fix it.
ORGANIC SEARCH TERMS

The marketing company
told our client that the website
wasn’t optimized for 437 search
terms, that it had an “Index Base
of 16 - 22%,” and that this “base”
should be much higher given the
number of pages on the website.
(Even we aren’t sure what this
means – again, technical jargon
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Figure 3: Search Console Index screenshot

used to scare someone with
limited knowledge.)
Google’s Keyword Search
Tool shows that 99% of these 437
search terms were either notapplicable or secondary search
queries that aren’t important to
the client.

If you’re told your website
isn’t optimized or that it has
mobile issues, and you know
otherwise, delete the email.
For our client, it was the
“meta data indexing issues”
which grabbed him.
•

TIPS FOR PERFORMING DUE
DILIGENCE

If you receive pitches
like this, we recommend the
following actions:
• Determine if the company
is legitimate – A funky
Gmail or Hotmail email
address is one giveaway, as
are typos in the email or an
opening that reads, “Dear
business owner.” Delete
immediately and move on.
•

Don’t be swayed by scary
sounding data – Many of the
people pitching you notices
about what’s “wrong” with
your website use free tools
from Moz or other providers.

Always, always, always rely
on your own data – No one
pitching you an SEO program
or other service has access
to your Google Analytics or
Search Console data. Before
talking to any agency or
company, review your own
data first. If you review your
analytics regularly, you’ll
know right away if Google
has an issue with your site.

MORE INFORMATION:

•

What is meant by ‘ongoing
SEO”?

•

Why you can safely
trash that “free audit”
solicitation email

•

Why we don’t like or use
automated SEO reports

MADE IN USA

Last Minute Shopping?
The Made in USA Gift
Guide is Chock-full of
Ideas
Whether you’re looking for sustainable fashion,
kitchen gadgets, tools, hand-made art, furniture,
or personal care products, you’ll find all these
items and more at the Alliance for American
Manufacturing’s 2019 Holiday Gift Guide.
The Gift Guide is sorted alphabetically by state
and includes the main product listing plus one or
two bonus ideas.

MEP Website
Marketing Webinar
JANUARY 23, 2020
Rachel Cunliffe and Dianna Huff will
be presenting, “How to Use Website
Content Marketing to Generate
Leads,” as guests of NIST, the
government body which oversees
the Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (MEP) program.

I use and love the Maine-made salt and pepper
mills from Fletcher’s Mill, as well as Made in
Vermont Darn Tough socks (I have over a dozen
pair now!). But, I can see there’s lots on this list I
need to own, such as the gorgeous hand-blown glass
art from Aspen Hot Glass in Montana.
Take a look through the list; you’re sure to find
lots of unique items for Chanukah and Christmas,
many made by small, family owned companies.
—Dianna Huff

Attendees will learn how to create
marketing content for a website
Resources section that serves three
purposes:
1. Gets found in search engines
2. Showcases your authority and
expertise
3. Helps potential buyers /
customers decide to contact you
If you’re a member of your state
MEP, be sure to watch for the invite.
To learn more about the MEP
program, visit the NIST website.
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK

Full-service marketing for
manufacturers who want to grow.
We’re the experts at helping you
solve business challenges that can
impede growth through:

What is BERT?
The SEO buzz of late is around BERT, Google’s
new “neural network-based technique for natural
language processing.” In plain English, BERT
is Google’s new tool for helping computers
understand language more like humans do.
Google began rolling out BERT in late October;
it now encompasses 70 languages. According to
Google, BERT “helps better understand the nuances
and context of words in searches and better match
those queries with more relevant results.”
The main question is, do you need to do
anything to your website content in order to take
advantage of this algorithm update?
Short answer: No. What’s nice about BERT is
that it helps the search engine return better search
results based on the user’s query – without you (the
website owner) having to manipulate your content
to help Google “understand” what you mean.
In fact, the advice is to simply write content
for users (versus the search engine). You can learn
more at Search Engine Land.
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• Short- and long-term strategic
planning and implementation
• Marketing that consistently
delivers high-quality leads
• Actionable messaging and
branding to attract prospective
customers and employees
If want to get your business to
the next level, take a look at Huff
Industrial Marketing. From custom
designed websites to ongoing
marketing, we focus on one thing:
your success.
Boutique Team
Integrated Services
Industrial Expertise
603-382-8093
inquiries@huffindustrialmarketing.com
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